Sales Catalogue AM System ULTRA DOOR LOOP 2.0

Anti-theft hidden System
Greatest discretion with the highest quality
Theft control and providing a pleasant shopping experience all
at once is a daily challenge that all our customers face as
retailers expand into new markets.
Prosistel Systems meets new retailers' requirements through its
new antitheft products in items electronic surveillance for
those retailers who are aware of their clients' value. Prosistel
Systems manufactures and exports its products to many
countries around the world without losing its brand image and
achieving an international recognition through its products
quality and continuous technological advances in the ﬁeld of
R&D.

The invisible Ultra Door Loop 2.0 Acousto Magnetic System
PANEL is equipped with the latest technology and able to cover
up to a 2 meters distance with DR label and up to a 3,60
meters distance between antennas. Through its invisible design
and at the same time discreet, it blends with a whole range of
environments in diﬀerent stores.

The system will warn us by means of a sound and visual alarm
integrated into the security antennas informing the store
personnel of the theft attempts. The antenna provides a sound
alarm through a piezoelectric alarm and the visual warning
through red LED light located on the top of the antennas.

This system oﬀers the additional

advantage of identifying suspected
robbers in long distance before they

would access to the store through an
innovative signal processing
technology without antennas.

Sales Catalogue AM System ULTRA DOOR LOOP 2.0

It can be installed in almost all types of entrance doors either
with pre-installation (the system will be hidden and completely
invisible) or through thin and discreet tubes around the door frame.

Product Speciﬁcations
Electrical Characteristics
Power Supply

Main entrance: 110-120 V CA o 220-240 V CA a 50-60 Hz

Main imput fuse:............................. 1 A, 250 V (5 x 20 mm)

Main power fuse............................... 2 A, 250 V (5 x 20 mm)

For further information

Current Power ....................................... 0,4 A a 220 V CA

www.prosistelsistemas.com

Low Fuse.......................................... 1 A, 250 V (5 x 20 mm)
Imput Power: ............................................................ 44 W

Visit our website

Transmitter

Operating Frequency ............................. 58 kHz (+ 400 Hz)

Rate Pulses trasmission: ..................................... 1,5 mSeg

Receiver

Center Frequency .................................................... 58 kHz

Alarma

Sound level................................................................ 95 dBA

Measures

CONTROL UNIT

Height .......................

Width ........................

Depth .....................

ANT AUX

30 cm ...........................

20 cm ...........................
6 cm

...........................

25 cm

10 cm

3,2 cm

Detection Range

Hard Tag Rambo (Prosistel)......................................360 cm

Hard Tag Flat Pencil (Prosistel) .................................280 cm

Optitag (Prosistel) .....................................................200 cm
Label DR (Prosistel): ............................................... 200 cm

Prosistel Sistemas S.L

It deters professional thieves
The investment could be capitalized after a detection,
protecting the store from thieves with more
sophisticated techniques.
Modular Design

Stores can add the remote management “Module TCP
IP” to their existing security system

The space store can be optimized

Stores can use a single ULTRA DOOR LOOP system
without needing additional antennas, keeping free all
the entrance door space.
Optional
o Close tags detection
o JAMMER detection

